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Abstract
The Anthropocene represents the emergence of human societies as a ‘great force of nature’. To understand and engage productively with this emergent global force, it is necessary to understand its origins, dynamics and structuring processes as the long-term evolutionary product of human niche construction, based on three key human characteristics: tool making, habitat construction and most importantly: social network engineering. The exceptional social capacities of behaviourally modern humans, constituting human ultrasociality, are expressed through the formation of increasingly complex and extensive social networks, enabling flexible and diverse group organisation, sociocultural niche construction, engineered adaptation and resilience building. The human drive towards optimising communication infrastructures and expanding social networks is the key human adaptation underpinning the emergence of the Anthropocene. Understanding the deep roots of human ultrasocial behaviour is essential to guiding contemporary societies towards more sustainable human–environment interactions in the Anthropocene present and future. We propose that socially networked engineered solutions will continue to be the prime driver of human resilience and adaptive capacity in the face of global environmental risks and societal challenges such as climate change, sea-level rise, localised extreme weather events and ecosystem degradation.
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Introduction
This paper confronts the Anthropocene crisis narrative with theory and evidence on the deep history of human adaptation, evolution and resilience in the face of major and prolonged environmental,
social and cultural challenges. We begin with the perspective that the Anthropocene is a useful framework for understanding human–environment interactions on long timescales, as the basis for comprehending the evolution of human societies capable of transforming the Earth System as a whole. This framing is then used to explore the degree to which recent human behaviours that are causing planetary change in fact have deep roots in human evolution. In so doing, we set aside questions of whether the Anthropocene is an appropriate rubric for understanding anthropogenic global change and its timing (e.g. Head, 2014; Lewis and Maslin, 2015; Waters et al., 2016; Zalasiewicz et al., 2012; Malm and Hornborg, 2014), to focus on the premise that framing the human condition and human–environment relationships in deep evolutionary time facilitates a more robust comprehension of what humanity has done, and will likely continue to do, with Earth. Ultimately the goal is a framework within which humans, and their effects on the Earth System, can be understood both through the agency of individuals and, more importantly, as the emergent global force of a social species dependent on cooperation to survive and thrive (Biermann, 2014).

Examining the longer trajectory of human sociocultural evolution may also help to move Anthropocene debates beyond the perpetuation of unhelpful human–nature dichotomies. The geologic history of human alteration of ecosystems and climate promises to frame more nuanced examinations of Anthropocene beginnings that do not lose sight of the continuity between human social and cultural evolution and other natural processes. There is no necessary schism between the human communities of the past, envisaged as living in closer harmony with nature, and the current situation today (Ellis, 2015). Examples and evolutionary frameworks from the prehistoric archaeological record will demonstrate that the building blocks of the Anthropocene can be traced into the Pleistocene and before. It is a perspective that views the contemporary scale and complexity of human systems and their transformation of Earth systems as merely the most recent instantiation of the cultural evolutionary capacities of behaviourally modern humans, both individually and collectively.

If there is no distinct break with the past, why engage with the Anthropocene? In our view, placing humans within the context of planetary and evolutionary timescales enables useful scientific investigation to better understand the past, present, and most importantly, the future possibilities of human social change. It is the only perspective which brings the many trajectories of human societal behaviour into focus in terms of its global development by connecting its deep past, immediate present and possible future pathways. If the Anthropocene remains no more than a debate about the timing of human geologic influence, it will miss the broader opportunity to increase understanding relevant to societal adaptations to environmental change (such as sea-level rise and climate change) and to aid in collective decision making on building resilience to environmental risk and ultimately the efforts of humanity to thrive. If Anthropocene conception can go beyond the notion of a step change in human control of the Earth System, then the record of the human deep past, as provided by the science of archaeology (Boivin et al., 2016; Ellis et al., 2016; Kirch, 2005; Smith and Zeder, 2013), might tell us something about the building blocks on which the structural complexity and exceptional capacities of human society are built and point to pathways towards improving future societal outcomes from different perspectives.

In this paper we review the human evolutionary path with reference to three themes: humans as tool makers, humans as habitat engineers and humans as social network engineers. Against each we examine the role these deep human abilities, maintained culturally and socially, have in shaping the present world. In consequence we bring into focus the unique human drivers of planetary change and their first emergence in evolutionary time among our primate ancestors, other primate species, and extinct Homo species. We find that the exceptional global spread and thriving of Homo sapiens is the trajectory of an intensely social primate capable of culturally defined group
organisation and niche construction at increasing scales (Figure 1). We identify, at the core of this process, the emergence of cooperatively engineered adaptations which enable social resilience building. We propose that communication of information and resources, as ever-expanding networks within and among social groups, has been a key and much overlooked driver of evolutionary trajectories leading to the Anthropocene. Finally, we reflect on the learnings for sustainability and resilience building that can be taken from this fresh perspective and how this new insight might help to meet the unprecedented 21st century challenges of environmental change and increased environmental risk.

The long engineered drive to a sociocultural niche

Humans as tool makers

Humans share tool making with a wide range of other organisms crossing not only species but order boundaries (Beck, 1980; Boesch and Boesch, 1990; Emery and Clayton, 2004). Tool use, when defined simply, can be taken to mean the use of an object or material outside of the body of an organism to manipulate another object or aspect of the organism’s environment. Rather than summarise the literature on tool use across all planetary organisms we feel it is useful to focus on how primate, and ultimately, human tool use is developed and maintained within a sociocultural context. Observations of primate tool use indicate that innovation, experimentation and transference of skills within a complex social context makes primate tool use an especially rich, flexible and dynamic adaptation (Matsuzawa, 2001).

Evidence for human tool use can now be pushed back on archaeological grounds to around 3.3 million years (Harmand et al., 2015), with relatively abundant evidence for its presence from 2.6 million years ago (Semaw et al., 2003). However, the simple flake tools which comprise this record already speak of a much deeper evolutionary history. Given the demonstrable presence of tool-use amongst late Australopithecine species, or those of the early Homo genus, and the fact that we
The evolutionary architecture for tool-use form a range of inherent physical attributes encoded in DNA (e.g., evolution of the hand, eye and shoulder; Marzke, 1997), tool use and the tools themselves do not. Observation of primate behaviour and cross-groups comparisons have shown clearly that primate tool use is a learned behaviour, discovered through experimentation and then disseminated to the wider group through mimicry, observations and directed teaching (especially of infants by adults; Boesch, 1991). The methods of transmission for tool-use behaviour are therefore not genetic, but cultural, the result of social learning (Lycett et al., 2009). Understanding the processes of transmission of cultural concepts such as tools, and their ability to change and mutate over time in response to changing conditions, has led some to invoke Darwinian processes of cultural evolution at work in parallel to biological evolutionary processes (Laland and Brown, 2011; McGrew, 2004; Mesoudi et al., 2006).

We should consider here the pace of tool development and the specificity of cultural evolution relative to biological evolution. In this regard, we observe that *Homo sapiens* now transfer a significant fraction of their ‘evolutionary’ information outside of DNA (Gillings et al., 2016). This information is acquired in a different manner and reproduced in a sociocultural context; i.e. in the case of tools, humans invent a tool and the ability to make it is transferred down the generations without DNA. *Homo sapiens* improve tools from generation to generation by working with them, such that innovations, or ‘improvements’, are rarely a result of a random error, as opposed to genetic mutations. In this way the evolution of human capabilities can be many orders of magnitude faster than evolution with DNA (Mesoudi et al., 2006).

But viewing primates, early humans, or behaviourally modern species of *Homo sapiens* simply as cultural tool makers, capable of meeting challenges through innovation and improvement on existing technological solutions, is missing a crucial point. Tools and technology have probably accompanied us on our evolutionary journey for millions of years. Given such immense timescales we need to be aware of the complex relationship between ourselves as organisms and our cultural/technological heritage. The point is that technology, as a key form of cultural adaptation, has had and does have the ability to alter profoundly the trajectory of our evolutionary path; tools and technology from this perspective are supported by humans, but also exist as platforms for cognitive and anatomical development as well as the broadening of the human ecological niche (Ellis, 2015; Henrich, 2015; Richerson and Boyd, 2005).

Excellent examples of this relationship are provided by the earliest Stone Age technologies and their spread across the old world. The first evidence for flaked stone tool use in the archaeological record, from the Lomekwi 3 site, West Turkana, Kenya at 3.3ma, appears to be associated with relatively wooded landscapes and plant processing cannot yet be ruled out as the use to which these early flaked tools were put (Harmand et al., 2015). Claims for bone with stone tool cutmarks have been made for the same time period at Dikika, Ethiopia (McPherron et al., 2010) but it is not until after a million years later in the Oldowan that we get more prevalent evidence for early hominins as scavengers, using the sharp edges of flaked tools and robust percussors to break into and extract protein and fat remaining on carcasses left by predators (Blumenschine et al., 1987). This apparently simple behaviour seemed to be enough to allow effective exploitation of open grassland habitats (Levin et al., 2004), which were at the time becoming more prevalent with a cooling and drying global environment (Bobe and Behrensmeyer, 2004). But longer term, efficient adaptation to these emerging environments seems to have taken more than just tool use and technology, in this regard we start to see the development of an evolutionary trajectory from late Australopithecus, through the early human species *Homo habilis* and *Homo rudolfensis*, towards
a more modern-looking, tall and relatively large-brained human *Homo erectus* by 1.8 million years ago (Leakey et al., 2012). The physical adaptations: increased height, potentially reduced gut size and increased brain size, as well as loss of body hair, are all understandable as adaptations to open environments and possibly a move to a more protein-rich dietary regime (Ungar, 2012). Tool use sits at the heart of this process, allowing access to food in an expanding ecological grassland niche, as well as to a food stuff which, in requiring less gut size to digest, had possibly freed up metabolic energy for human brain growth (Aiello, 1997; Aiello and Wheeler, 1995).

By this stage, and possibly for millennia before, human evolution had taken place within a culturally evolving social and technological environment (Henrich, 2015; Richerson and Boyd, 2005; Sterelny, 2011). Humans, from their earliest emergence as distinct primate genus, may have been obligate tool-assisted apes, no longer capable of thriving as species without technological solutions to food acquisition and perhaps other aspects of primate life. Humans identified by stone tools and their footprints show up in the cool climates of Northern Europe by 1 million years ago (Parfitt et al., 2010). Here, away from their cradling niche of tropical grassland, but still presumably adapted in biological terms to warm conditions, we find them exploiting pine and birch forests of colder climates with simple stone tool kits. The technology we can observe, the stone tools, must be being used in different ways to adapt to environmental stresses presented by northerly latitudes (White, 2006): potentially skins are being processed for clothing and processes emerging for acquiring animals at earlier stages in the predator food chain, perhaps even through the first expressions of tool-assisted hunting. With an archaeological record so prejudiced against wooden or other organic objects we have to wait until after half a million years to start finding tools such as wooden spears (McNabb, 1989) or bone hammers (Roberts and Parfitt, 1999), but we can predict on the basis of the rapid expansion of humans into new ecological niches and climatic zones, without radical changes to observable anatomy, that it was technological, cognitive and social adaptation rather than physical evolution that was driving adaptation.

The emergence and dispersal of the genus *Homo* has been largely reconstructed from a data set of stone artefacts, plotted in space and time, supplemented by rare but informative fossils remains. But the evidence also shows how important technology, in providing an interface between early *Homo* and the environment, was pivotal in extending hominin range and success. Right from the very early stages of our evolutionary development, the relations of biology and technology were being negotiated in evolutionary time through the medium of sociocultural development. We would argue that what emerged, right up to the present days of the Anthropocene, was a situation where technology became ever more intimately tied and indivisible with the human condition.

**Early humans as habitat engineers**

But to consider early humans as merely tool makers is to overlook their transformation of the environments they occupied. Biology would suggest that a highly social and technologically capable species might also be expected to engineer ecosystems within the landscapes they occupied from an early stage in their evolution. Allogenic ecosystem engineers are species that modify their environments through their behaviours, either singly or collectively (Jones et al., 1994), and when these altered environments enhance or degrade their survival and reproductive success, this is termed niche construction (Erwin, 2008; Matthews et al., 2014; Odling-Smee, 2003). Examples of niche construction range from the microscopic, such as floating colonies of diatoms, through the tunnelling and nest building of slugs, caterpillars, earthworms and other invertebrates, to environmental alteration by termites, beavers and, of course, primates, all of which
exhibit characteristics of ecosystem engineering and niche construction when their alteration of environments influences their adaptive fitness (Erwin, 2008; Matthews et al., 2014; Odling-Smee, 2003).

Early stone tool accumulations, close to locations where scavenging or hunting opportunities were abundant, have been described as ‘stone caches’, food sharing locales, or formations established through simple rules of strategic discard (Isaac, 1978; Potts, 1988; Schick, 1992). In all these cases, stone tool accumulations indicate a form of niche construction which optimises resources, alters landscapes and potentially changes the later behaviour of hominins in response to encountering the accumulations. Such scatters, from their first appearance, would have effectively encoded information passively in the landscape, reduced risk and enhanced resilience (Pope, 2002; Pope and Roberts, 2005).

Human niche construction has also been invoked for human colonisation of northern latitudes where, without the use of fire, garments and other complex socially learned technologies, humans could not likely survive. Further evidence of engineering is clear in this setting, in the construction of wind breaks and shelters (Bourguignon et al., 2002; Chu, 2009), even though the presence of such structures is not visible archaeologically until after 500,000 years ago. More elaborate shelters, sometimes spectacularly preserved and manufactured from the bone and tusks of large herbivores such as mammoth, are the preserve of sophisticated engineering behaviour by both anatomically modern humans and possibly Neanderthals (Pettitt, 1997). Such shelters, considered alongside the evidence for more complex tent-like structures emerging in the Late Pleistocene, provide a basis for an ability to transform and extend environmental range through niche construction. In combination with the use of fire, present after 500,000 years ago (Roebroeks and Villa, 2011), and the environmental modification of caves (Henry et al., 1996), Late Pleistocene humans can be seen to be engaging in ever more complex patterns of niche construction and resilience building as a part of their behavioural repertoire, including socially learned awareness of local hazards, reducing vulnerability, and enhancing the capacity of communities to cope with shocks in a range of scenarios.

Archaeological evidence in the form of plant and animal remains, charcoal, isotopic records and other legacies demonstrate that human hunter-gatherers long ago engaged in pre- and proto-agricultural land use intensification practices to support larger populations on the same land, including dietary broadening (eating more species, once preferred megafauna were rare or driven extinct), burning vegetation to enhance hunting and foraging success (ecosystem engineering), processing plant and animal foods to enhance nutrient availability (cooking, grinding, etc.), and the propagation of useful species (Boivin et al., 2016; Ellis, 2015; Kirch, 2005; Zeder, 2016). As a side effect, these practices likely facilitated increasing reliance on grasses and other species that would later become crops, putting them on the road to domestication (Fuller, 2010; Zeder, 2016).

Pre-agricultural technologies for ecosystem engineering were much less productive than the agricultural technologies that replaced them. Nevertheless, they still enabled human populations to grow far beyond the capacity of unaltered ecosystems to support them. As populations grew, more intensive land-use practices were adopted to sustain them or populations migrated to areas with less intensive use including uninhabited wildlands. By the early Holocene, hunter-gatherers had expanded their populations across Earth’s terrestrial surface and required early land-use intensification processes to survive and to grow and lived mostly within ecosystems that had already been transformed by their ancestors to enhance their productivity, setting the stage for the rise of agriculture (Ellis, 2015).

Agricultural populations grew more rapidly than those of hunter-gatherers, ultimately replacing them across Earth’s most productive lands. Intensification continued,
with long fallow shifting cultivation replaced by systems with shortened fallows, and eventually continuous cropping enhanced by the plow, irrigation, manuring and other increasingly productive land-use technologies. Intensive agricultural systems gradually proliferated across Earth’s most productive lands, supporting densely populated villages and eventually supplying food surplus to growing urban populations. As the demands of urban populations grew, they were sustained by ever-larger scales of farming operations, trading systems, and technological institutions, ultimately leading to the high-yielding industrial ‘green revolution’ land-use systems by the 1950s and continuing today, sustained by fossil energy and other industrial inputs (Ellis et al., 2013). Industrial technologies, especially mechanisation, have increasingly decoupled human labour from productivity growth in agriculture, thereby allowing the majority of human populations to live in urban areas for the first time. Increasing agricultural intensity has also helped maintain relatively slow increases in human use of land in the face of rapid population growth and progressively richer diets (Ellis et al., 2013).

From this perspective, we can track the evolutionary development of humans through the Middle to Late Pleistocene, into the Holocene and up to the present in terms of sociocultural niche construction, enabled through cooperative ecosystem engineering and embodying characteristics of social learning and resilience. From sustained colonisation of northern latitudes in the old world, and a move towards predation augmented by weapon systems, engineering on a habitat scale appears to form part of the package of human adaptation and facilitated the shift in ecological positioning of the species to both apex predator and dietarily flexible omnivore – an ecological niche of remarkable, if not unprecedented, breadth.

**Humans as social network engineers**

By the Late Pleistocene humans had already begun to extend further, into Australasia by 50,000 years ago (Aubert et al., 2014) and the Americas by 16,500 years ago (Gobel et al., 2008). Human groups were also becoming more complex in terms of sociocultural structure: with complex shelters exhibiting internal spatial organisation and physical structuring (Iakovleva, 2014), social stratification developing (Trinkhaus et al., 2104), more complex weapon systems (Brown et al., 2012), diversity in diet (e.g. Gutiérrez-Zugasti et al., 2013; Langejans et al., 2012), emergence of ceramics (Svoboda et al., 2014) and elaborate and spatially extensive symbolic systems. The latter are evident by 60,000 years ago in South Africa and South East Asia (Aubert et al., 2014; Henshilwood et al., 2011) and recorded reaching Europe and Asia by 40,000 years ago (d’Errico and Stringer, 2011). These symbolic systems, based on repeated behaviours involving, for example, the creation of painted handprints, ceramic female figures, repeated motifs in animal art and abstract geometric design, reveal something profound: Late Pleistocene human groups over widely spaced time and space shared a repertoire of symbolic ideas which can be externalised on the landscape (caves, rock faces) or encoded into objects, sometimes with additional functional uses (Coward and Gamble, 2008).

That this overtly symbolic behaviour emerges with the expansion of anatomically modern humans from Africa has led some authors to consider it the signature of a cognitive threshold being crossed, and to others as the product of larger and more connected human groups using symbolism to organise themselves within space and develop wider sociocultural networks. Trade across social groups, in critical resources such as minerals for tool-making and symbolic prestige goods such as shell beads, also emerges at this time (Nowell, 2010; Sterelny, 2014). We suggest the importance of the latter is that it forms a pre-requisite for enhancing individual, group and community resilience in the face of external shocks that threaten the engineered niche and the challenges of living
in complex social groups (Sterelny, 2011, 2014; Waring et al., 2015), and the emergence of human ultrasociality (Hill et al., 2009). Networks, especially those shown to be based on the long-distance movement of objects or raw material, are key to the emergence of increasing potential for resilience. Such networks are one archaeological trace of the ‘release from proximity’ (Gamble, 1998), which transformed the social trajectory of our genus towards the dislocated but connected world of the modern age.

The social brain hypothesis, which sees human cognitive development being driven by the challenges of thriving in ever-larger social groups or engaging in more complex social behaviour provides a framework for understanding a key driver in human evolution and one shared by our closest relatives, the primates. From its origins as a theoretical body with Aiello and Dunbar (1993), through to elaboration in a human evolutionary context by Gamble et al. (2011), the social brain hypothesis relates aspects of human evolution such as niche broadening, population growth and the emergence of complex social behaviour as underpinning the development of humanity’s unique cognitive abilities.

**Social upscaling and the Anthropocene**

More effective social grouping, communication and conflict resolution underpin human sociocultural networks, but why might understanding these networks be useful in approaching a concept so widely perceived as geological in domain as the Anthropocene? Given that, as we have outlined, human technological and engineering behaviour are underpinned by social and cultural learning processes, the degree to which innovations, adaptations and hybridisations of human technologies and engineered environments are promulgated and spread is effectively controlled by the speed and effectiveness of our social, information and physical networks (Henrich, 2015; Hamilton et al., 2009). The complexity and scale of human sociocultural networks emerge from population numbers, social structure and our cognitive ability to maintain these networks effectively, creating a nexus of evolutionary drivers which appear to play out over time as a general trend towards increases in the scale and complexity of human societies and their technological capacities (Henrich, 2015). The building blocks for this appear deep in human history, as evident in the indelible traces left on the landscape by our human ancestors, such as the large clusters of stone tools sometimes accompanied by butchered animal bones found in the archaeological record from 2.6 million years ago (Ferraro et al., 2013).

The presence of these larger groupings, which have previously been described as concentrations or even caches of stone artefacts, sometimes away from areas of use (such as lake margins) or within preferred habitat areas (close to springs or sandy bottomed channels) may suggest a more complex behaviour. These groupings may have physically embodied human networks of movement and social-ecological interaction, which left the potential for feedback dynamics in terms that structure the behaviours of our ancestors further. Human systems which now act as a significant global force of nature are far more than simply the ‘artificially’ engineered structures we inhabit or the technologies we interact with (sensu Haff, 2014), rather these structures are the material manifestations of the sociocultural niche which has underpinned human societies from their emergence at the end of the Pliocene (Ellis, 2015). The anthroposphere, we argue, has evolutionary roots going back to the origins of our species, even if its effects on the Earth System may have only become glaringly obvious within the last 10,000 years or later.

As the human niche broadened in behaviourally modern humans of the Late Pleistocene, human individuals come to depend more and more on complex networks of social interaction and non-kin
subsistence exchange for their survival and to do this at increasing spatial scales (Kaplan et al., 2009). This increasing dependence on social networks for subsistence has in turn enabled human societies to become increasingly specialised, complex, and hierarchical (Chase-Dunn and Lerro, 2013; Nolan and Lenski, 2010), with individuals specialised in different socially learned productive capacities cooperating with unrelated and often unknown individuals through long-distance exchange networks to accomplish complex tasks. One example is the production of complex tools, which might require the sourcing of different component materials in distant areas, long-distance trade, and their integration into tools by skilled artisans in other areas. By specialisation and exchange, it became possible for human individuals to subsist apart from direct interactions with ecosystems, with needs met through exchange networks of producers (i.e. farmers, fisherman), processors, providers (traders) and potentially many more specialists (tool makers) in complex and dynamic subsistence supply chains (Ellis, 2015).

Ecosystem engineering and social exchange sustained growing populations, and these in turn, required increasingly productive ecosystem engineering practices and more extensive and powerful social networks to sustain them (Ellis, 2015; Hamilton et al., 2009; Kaplan et al., 2009; Smith, 2012). While the social networks of even the most complex hunter-gatherer societies cannot compare in scale or complexity with those of contemporary urban societies, they still served similar social functions in enabling and structuring essential cultural and material exchanges (Brughmans, 2013; Burnside et al., 2012; Hamilton et al., 2009; Kaplan et al., 2009; Orman et al., 2014). Long before the rise of agriculture and cities, the importance of social networks in structuring the processes of human survival and reproduction were already well established (Brughmans, 2013; Burnside et al., 2012; Cowgill, 2004; Feinman and Garraty, 2010; Hamilton et al., 2009; Kaplan et al., 2009; Orman et al., 2014).

Over time, as agricultural societies scaled up, the first cities emerged, increasing the concentration of human populations and wealth into central places entirely dependent on social networks to sustain them through trade across large regions (Barbier, 2010; Orman et al., 2014; Smith, 2004, 2014). The opportunities provided by cities increase with scale, and this has ultimately sustained long-term processes of urbanisation that have shifted populations from the countryside into urban landscapes (Bettencourt, 2013; Klein Goldewijk et al., 2010; Lambin et al., 2001; Smith, 2014). Sustained societal upscaling and the increasing concentration of populations in urban settings dramatically increased the importance of social networks, their governance of global supply chains and their telecoupling of resource demands with ecosystem engineering across the planet (Bruckner et al., 2012; Deville et al., 2016; Grimm et al., 2008; Seto et al., 2012; Zalasiewicz et al., 2014).

Scaling the human niche to planetary scale: Ultrasocial engineering

Tool makers, habitat engineers, social network engineers – humans are fundamentally engineers. But is this character and its associated traits an individual behaviour or is it an emergent social behaviour produced by cultures, social groups and societies? *Homo sapiens* are better at communicating with each other than they are at individual problem solving; the most complex human behaviours are the self-organised emergent behaviours of social groups (Henrich, 2015). The significant majority of human engineering effort in the Holocene has been invested in improving and enhancing communication amongst individual *Homo sapiens*, from forming early paths and activity nodes to settlements, sacred spaces, monuments and markets, and ultimately to the shipping, road, canal, railway, airline, telecommunications and internet infrastructure of today. This becomes even more apparent when thinking about the energy costs and urban infrastructure engineering
required to support ever enhanced levels of human communication and connectivity. We can think here about the accelerating human flow towards becoming an urbanised species, from initially mobile niche acquirer, to the engineering of early settlements and on to today’s mega-cities, vast urban conurbations and future ‘smart’ cities. All of this is a core part of the same social upscaling drive, as in essence urbanisation is fundamentally about coming together to enhance interactivity, communication, and opportunity through economies of scale in materials, cultures, concentration and density (Bettencourt, 2013). Substantial engineering efforts are invested in creating the built environment and the infrastructures that pull them together and sustain them, yet these structures are not the end in themselves.

The unprecedented engineering efforts of *Homo sapiens* have always been and will likely continue to focus on social engagement, communications and exchange. Human engineering of ecosystems, tools, structures and infrastructures is ultrasocial engineering, the construction of a sociocultural niche of increasing scales that has ultimately produced an ever more intensely connected human social niche at global scale at the ‘cost’ of all else, including environmental degradation, climate change, resource depletion and species extinctions. It is time to stop thinking of the human niche as composed of places (the cave, house, flat, city, nation) and start thinking of it as world systems of interconnected societies across the physical Earth. The human niche is scaled more like a web than a nest.

The individual anatomy, cognition, behaviour and sociocultural frameworks of humans have emerged directly from deep evolutionary processes. This much is easy to grasp. What becomes harder to see is that the contemporary products of human society (modern urbanisation, industrialisation, agriculture, space exploration, digital technology, the internet of things) fundamentally reflect continuity with the deep evolutionary processes underpinning an ultrasocial, tool-assisted, ecosystem engineering population of apes. That the entire engineered context of human societies is, fundamentally, as much a product of evolution as a spider’s web, a bird’s nest, or more closely, a network of related termite mounds – stretching now across an entire planet. Since prehistory, humans have organised themselves in new and complex ways, increasing the scale of their engineering of land, seas, atmosphere, and of ecology too; the emergence of sociocultural niche construction and social network engineering at ever greater scales through the enabling behaviour of a tool-making ape.

Are the defining characteristics of the Anthropocene then based on a dramatic global shift in the form and scale of these social processes? Or is this global transformation simply the playing out of a deeper evolutionary process? Is the Anthropocene just a recent snapshot of a long-term process of human social upscaling of niche construction from local to global and beyond?

To engage with the Anthropocene is to accept that the human sociocultural niche, dependent on social processes of engineering with deep Pleistocene roots, has now become the ‘great force of nature’ capable of transforming the biological, atmospheric, oceanic, fluvial and geomorphological systems of planet Earth. To look to the individual and to human agency as a source of species-wide behavioural change is ultimately too limited, as our global force as a species is culturally constructed and structurally maintained by the institutions and engineered environments that support our sociocultural networks. To sustain a thriving human population into the future will depend on sustaining Earth systems that can support increasing food production, healthy settlements, water and energy sourcing and the movement of people, goods and information (Henry and Volland, 2014). This will require even more robust and connected sociocultural networks to empower social groups and societies to adapt to the challenges of the 21st century and beyond. This will in turn depend on the proven human capacity to continually re-evolve our social, ecological and material
infrastructures and networks so that they build on and with the wider planetary ecology they are now an integral part of.

**Lessons for sustainability and resilience building**

If human transformation of the Earth System results from ultrasocial engineering, how can this be directed onto pathways towards more positive outcomes for our species in the Anthropocene? Can an understanding of deeply rooted aspects of human behaviour inform our approach to engineering improvements in human–environment interaction? Taking a deep time view of the evolutionary pathway of *Homo sapiens* enables us to see the key driving characteristic of human sociality, rooted in the need for group survival, translated in the modern world into a fear of missing out on useful/social information and attaining a sense of worth from gaining immediate information and connectivity (Figure 2). At the centre of Anthropocene resilience building is effective communication and social networks – and what we have learnt is that these have always been central to human adaptation and evolution. From this fresh insight we can articulate more clearly focused pathways for advancing human social learning, institution-building, and action in response to environmental risks to humanity and to non-human nature (Isbell and Loreau, 2014; Schmidt, 2017).

Societal resilience to the environmental challenges and risks of the Anthropocene is based on building local social awareness to hazards in a global context, reducing vulnerability, enhancing the capacity of communities to cope with shocks, ensuring critical services recover and function effectively, and learning and sharing knowledge gained to enable communities to bounce back better prepared. Harnessing the overwhelming human driver of social communication should be at the core of strategies and frameworks that aim to build community resilience and/or undertake adaptation of our built environment or engineered infrastructure.

It is anticipated that an additional 3 billion people will migrate into urban landscapes by 2050, taking the proportion of living humans urbanised to over 75% of the total global population, and over 95% of this movement is expected in the developing countries of Asia and sub-Saharan Africa where many will coalesce around existing, environmentally vulnerable sites. These include cities exposed to rising sea levels and coastal storm surges, or sited in low-lying river, lake, estuarine or deltaic plain settings susceptible to fluvial flooding, locations prone to drought or close to geological fault lines inducing earthquake activity. If the resilience of urban dwellers, many of whom will form an increasing trend of ageing populations, is not increased, the incidence of human disasters arising from extreme environmental events will grow along with these expansions. Ultrasocial engineering, connecting people together to solve problems socially, needs to be recognised as the cornerstone for Anthropocene adaptation.

Removing risk entirely, through physical engineering and technological interventions, is often mistaken as the basis of resilience, but this is not at its core. Rather, it is built on a principle that accepts that communities will need to respond to unpredictable events that cannot be planned for fully. It must therefore incorporate uncertainty into preparation activities and, we suggest, harness the characteristic of humans as socially networked allogenic engineers to cope with unknown potential situations. The foundations for building resilience is ensuring that communities, families and individuals are ready to take appropriate actions through planning for interruptions to ‘normal’ services, such as food, water and power, and are well informed both ahead of, and during, extreme events, and that individual and collective learning post-event is harnessed to drive adaptation in the future. Dense and networked human populations, connected together at neighbourhood, urban,
regional and global scales, are already building new forms of community resilience to the unprecedented social and environmental challenges of the Anthropocene.

In the contemporary Anthropocene, with *Homo sapiens* becoming a largely urbanised species, communication is defining ‘community’; social media, smart phones and internet connectivity of people and things are redefining conceptually the notion of ‘communities’, in that an individual’s often limited ‘physical’ community is being replaced or extended by engagement in virtual communities that not only perform the functions of traditional communities, but are potentially more effective in the context of resilience. Is this what should be at the defining core of future ‘smart’ cities? For example, New York City took to social media en masse during Superstorm Sandy in 2012 to instantly share photographs, videos and information that helped people cope with service interruptions and find help where help was needed; 3.5 million tweets were shared in one 24-hour period alone using the hashtag #Sandy. In Jakarta, passive real-time data mining informs communities on flood events, building resilience by improving emergency response and decision making. The opportunity for individuals, social networks, emergency services, non-profits and government agencies to show leadership in resilience building, by pushing against an open door and harnessing the fundamental social drivers of the Anthropocene, embedded deep in our evolutionary history, is clear: continuously strive to both optimise communication and extend human sociocultural networks across the anthroposphere.

**Conclusion**

This paper examined processes of human–environment interaction and social change on long evolutionary timescales as a framework for understanding contemporary challenges of sustainability and resilience building in the Anthropocene. Such a framing is, in our view, essential to addressing the unprecedented environmental risks and social challenges of the 21st century, including climate change, sea-level rise, extreme weather events, and an increasingly transformed biosphere.

Resilience-building and human adaptation in the Anthropocene demands broader interdisciplinary understanding of humans as ultrasocial ecosystem engineers, who transform environments to sustain their social world. Current academic and professional silos are not helpful for understanding the human–environmental trajectories of the past or for addressing the unprecedented societal challenges of the Anthropocene. We must ultimately arrive at a perspective where the human world – the anthroposphere – functions as part of an Earth System that now works with us, not without us.

Whatever the scale of Earth’s human transformation or its perceived negative impacts, the Anthropocene is no departure from a ‘natural’ planetary condition. Nevertheless, the evolution of Earth’s first ultrasocial species has caused a new sphere of the Earth System to emerge. While this might represent an unprecedented stage in Earth’s development, it is inherently part of this development, not separate from it. We humans have woven our webs and structures over evolutionary time by building on the same rules that direct all life on this planet. Our newly emerged planetary fluorescence is underpinned by networks of information and communication which afford our populations resilience across unprecedented social scales. It is time to consider how these networks can be extended and improved towards a more sustainable future trajectory for both humanity and non-human nature.
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Figure 2. Shared social spaces, at two very different scales of evolutionary time and space, functioning to build information networks and resilient communities. (a) Shows a Middle Pleistocene horse butchery site from Boxgrove dating to 480,000 years ago. The white and red dots represent fragments of stone artefact and horse bone, respectively, the lines show connections between the artefacts established by refitting and movement of people between activity areas. The contours show intensity of tools using activity at particular locations indicated by micro-artefacts. For a few hours this site, only 12 m across was the scene of intense social interaction and food sharing, the hominin social focus on the site protecting the carcass from other predators (Pope, 2002; Roberts and Parfitt, 1999). (b) Contemporary Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The map shows social media sharing across Kuala Lumpur produced and shared by Eric Fischer on Flickr (https://www.flickr.com/photos/walkingsf/5925795773/in/photostream/). Red dots are locations of Flickr pictures. Blue dots are locations of Twitter tweets. White dots are locations that have been posted to both. While the spatial scales and duration of interactions are very different, the creation of networks and their potential to build resilience within communities is demonstrable in most aspects of human use of space.
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